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ABSTRACT 
 

This article proposes an idea regarding the generation distance preserving mapping (DPM) from the solution set of discrete-

time state equation. A modified linear block code is proposed from such DPM for which the distance preserving property is 

observed. The designed code is generalized from the nth order solution space. As the code words of such established codes 

are very unique with regards to their bit positions, it is easy to solve the decoding problem at the receiver end. This 

correspondence also proposes an Intelligent Decoder (ID) along with the construction of decoding algorithm. Also, the 

methodology is developed for increasing the minimum distance between the codewords for the codes designed using DPM. 

The performance of the designed codes has been carried out using simulation. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

 The research in the field of error-correcting codes 

these days has got a lot of importance. More particularly, 

the progress in this research field is possible due to 

progress in the field of discrete mathematics. It is well 

known that established subspace of given space can be 

represented in the form of codes. So, the coding theory is 

more related to space theory. According to Rosenthal [1], 

the connection between linear systems and error-correcting 

codes can be established. He related in a very elegant way 

the linear systems which are expressed with the help of 

equations directly to the construction of error-correcting 

codes. Rosenthal [2] explained that for the applications 

such as deep space communication for transmission of 

pictures and other information, NASA used the error-

correcting codes very efficiently. Rosenthal [2] also gives 

the various problems associated in the field of Codes such 

as lack of decoding algorithms for the codes with higher 

Mcmillan degree. He also gives the outlook to the system 

which is described by x(k+1) =Ax(k) + bu(k). According to 

him state-space realisation of such systems can be used to 

define the codes. Rosenthal [3] puts up some interesting 

problems in the system theory. He explained about code 

construction and the difficulty in achieving the free 

minimum distance between the code words. The large 

value of the free minimum distance between the codewords 

is very much desirable for error-correcting codes to 

incorporate the good error correction capability.  

 

 Kalman [4] gives the idea of the solution space of 

discrete-time linear systems. According to [4], the initial 

state of linear systems described by [1111….1n-1] can be 

returned to zero [00000….0n-1] in the nth sampling interval. 

Akbari and Gillespie [5] illustrate some techniques for 

increasing the free distance between the code words.       

[5] discusses more on frequency permutation arrays and its 

use in power line communications. [5] also gives the 

construction of frequency permutation arrays which are 

helpful in achieving the better distance increasing 

capabilities of the error-correcting codes. 

 

 Shao Xia and Zhang Weidang [6], explains the 

simple method for the realization of shortening of turbo 

codes. It also gives an idea regarding variable length 

shortened turbo codes. Marc P. C. Fossorier and Shu Lin 

[7] gives soft-decision decoding method for linear block 

codes based on the available information of ordered 

statistics of the information set utilised during encoding 

procedure. Martin et al. [8] give soft input soft output 

decoding algorithm based on the calculation of extrinsic 

information generated from the list of codewords. Godoy et 

al. [9] discuss adaptive decoding of binary linear block 

codes. This is also information set based decoding. Walter 

Godoy and Emilio C. G. Wille [10] gives real-time 

modified information set based soft-decision decoding 

algorithm for block codes. Brante et al. [11] give decoding 

algorithm which has performance very close to maximum 

likelihood decoding. Guo et al. [12] developed an 

information set dependant decoding algorithm and applied 
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it to the cryptographic application. Chang et al. [13] 

discuss an efficient decoding algorithm for constant 

composition codes developed from distance increasing (or 

distance preserving) mapping. Theo G. Swart and Hendrik 

C. Ferreira [14] developed decoding methodology for 

decoding of DPM used in power line communication. 

 

  In this article, a new idea regarding the 

generation of modified linear block code from the solution 

set of discrete-time state equation is proposed. Such codes 

are established from the part of the solution space of the 

given discrete-time system. This is more advantageous as 

the idea is to use the part of the solution space and not the 

complete set of solution space. This fact of an idea helps in 

increasing the minimum distance between the code words. 

With this methodology, for higher-order codes, distance 

preserving characteristics is observed. So, an intelligent 

decoder/pattern generator is proposed which has complete 

information regarding the various patterns associated with 

the transmitted codewords. An idea of permutation is used 

further to obtain the new basis vectors of the generator 

matrix of the established code. Such DPM based 

permutation codes have application in power line 

communication. Decoding of such codes is easier as 

positions of information bits in the generated codewords 

are fixed. In the later section of this paper, we propose a 

decoding algorithm for such modified linear block codes 

developed using DPM.   

 

 The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 

discusses the designing of the code for the linear system. 

Section 3 gives the construction of DPM. In section 4, of 

this correspondence, we design an intelligent decoder for 

the modified linear block codes developed using earlier 

constructed DPM. In section 5, we propose a decoding 

algorithm for the established code. Section 6 gives the 

system model for the entire system of this research work. 

In section 7, we discuss the mathematical results of the 

analytical research work done in this study. In section 8, 

we propose the methodology to increase the minimum 

distance between the codewords of the established codes. 

Section 9 gives the application area of this work. Paper is 

concluded in section 9. 

 

2. DESIGNING THE CODE FOR THE  

LINEAR SYSTEM 
 

 Consider the Discrete-time system as described by 

the following expression: 

� (k+1) = A � (k) + bu (k). 

Assuming the initial conditions for the above system as[1 1 

1 1 1] which is a fifth-order system. When we try to find 

the solutions for this system at the various instant of time, 

it is well known that the system will be steered to origin at 

the nth instant of sampling as discussed in [4] and [15-17]. 

Thus, the various solutions are [1 1 1 1 0; 1 1 1 0 0; 1 1 0 0 

0; 1 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0]. For the fifth-order system, we get 

four solutions. If we consider the above solution space as 

basis vectors and obtain the generator matrix G = [I: P], 

where P is the basis vector and I is an identity matrix. 
1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1

0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0

0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0

G

 
 
 
 
 
 
    

 The devised P matrix is of an upper triangular 

matrix in nature. The modified linear block codes 

established from such a generator matrix is discussed in    

[18 and 19]. It is observed that the established code from 

the above system with the help of basis vectors is an (n, k) 

that is (10, 5) where n=10, k=5, modified linear block code 

with the minimum distance between the codewords as 2. 

 

 In this correspondence, we propose to form the 

generator matrix with the help of the solution space by 

skipping the last solution. It is observed that when 

codewords are obtained from such an established generator 

matrix, the minimum distance between the codewords 

increases [20].  So the generator matrix will become: 

 
1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1

0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0

0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0

0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0

G

 
 
 
 
 
   

 

 Now, the established code is (9, 4) code. The 

minimum distance between the codewords for (9, 4) code 

is found to be three. This method of establishing the block 

code can be generalised to any   (n, k). Such an established 

code has distance preserving characteristics. For example, 

next (n, k) code in this series will be (11, 5) code. The 

generator matrix for (11, 5) modified block code is as 

follows:  
1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1

0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0

0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0

G

 
 
 
 
 
 
      

 

The minimum distance between the codewords for (11, 5) 

modified linear block code is again found to be three. In 

the next section of this correspondence, we propose 

distance preserving mapping (DPM) for the established 

block code. 

 

3. DISTANCE PRESERVING MAPPING 

(DPM) 
 

Let the order of upper triangular matrix (UTM) = x  

Construction: Mapping Algorithm ψ 
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The above proposed DPM is applied to some higher-order 

codes. For example (17, 8, 3) modified linear block code is 

obtained from (18, 9, 2) code as suggested in [20]. 

Following weight distribution characteristics is observed 

for (17, 8, 3) and (18, 9, 2) code. 
 

 
 

 
 

4. DESIGNING OF PATTERN   

GENERATOR / INTELLIGENT DECODER 

(ID) 
The code words obtained from designed (n, k) code are 

very unique with regards to their position of one's and 

zero's. So, it is very easy to train the decoder with the 

intelligent information about the pattern of various code 

words with regards to the position of one's at different 

location of the codeword, count of minimum and the 

maximum number of one's in the received (n, k) codeword. 

This training to the decoder could be explained as follows:  

Step 1: It is obvious that the decoder must have 

information regarding how much is the length of the 

codeword which is being transmitted that is it must have 

information regarding (n, k) parameters of the code. It will 

also know that there will be a total of 2k code words. Out 

of the 2k codewords, one code word will be all zero code 

word. If the codeword is represented as follows:   

 p a rt o f co d e  w o rd rem ain in g  p art o f th e  co d e  w o rd

, 1, .... , 1, 2 , ..... ..............(1)

k

M S B M S B k k k n
  

   
  
144424443 1442443

 that is in other words 

 

 p a r t  o f c o d e  w o rd re m a in in g  p a r t o f  th e  c o d e  w o rd

1  b i t , 2  b it ,. . . . , ( 1)  b i t , ( 2 )  b it , . . . ..  b i ts t n d th th th th

k

k k k n
 

  
  
1 4 442 4 4 43 1 4 4 4 4 442 4 4 4 4 4 43

 

then there will be k number of codewords with single one 

in the k part of the codeword, as these code words are 

directly obtained from the generator matrix of the designed 

code.  

Step 2: Depending upon the information available about (n, 

k), the intelligent decoder will first keep ready the count of 

the maximum number of ones which is always obtained in 

code word which is established by adding all (k-1) rows of 

the generator matrix of the code. In this way, this code will 

have maximum number of one’s = 3+ (k-1) + (n-k-3)/2 = 

(n+k+1)/2. 

Step 3: Similarly, ID will also be aware of the minimum 

number of ones for this (n, k) code =3 as it is a single bit 

error-correcting code with the minimum distance as 

3which is equal to the weight of the codeword. Also from 

the geometry of the generator matrix of the (n, k) code, it is 

clear that the minimum number of one’s for this code = 3. 

Step 4: There will be in all k number of codewords with 

the number of one's in it equal to 3.  Out of these k number 

of codewords (k-1) code words with total number of ones 

as 3 in it are obtained by adding two codewords at a time 

directly from the established generator matrix of the the 

designed (n, k) code and the remaining code word with 

total number of one’s as 3 is obtained always as the last 

codeword of the established generator matrix of the (n, k) 

code. 

Step 5: About the pattern of the code words which are 

directly obtained from the generator matrix of the designed 

code: 

0
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There will be always the presence of single one in k part of 

the code words which are obtained as mentioned above. 

Two patterns are observed for the code words obtained 

directly from the generator matrix and they are as follows: 

Pattern (A): If there is a presence of single one up to the kth 

location of the part of the codeword then there will be the 

presence of double one that is at (k+1)th and (k +2)th 

location of the codeword and rest of the bits of the part of 

the code word will be zero. 

Pattern  (B) : In general, if there is presence of x zero’s  at 

(k)th, (k - 1)th, (k - 2)th,………location then there will be (2 

+ x) one’s at (k +1)th, (k +2)th,…..location of the codeword 

and the remaining bits of the codeword are always zero. 

Example of the code words that could be obtained from      

(9, 4) code for Pattern (A) and Pattern (B) are illustrated 

with the help of following generator matrix for the 

designed (9, 4) code. 
1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1

0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0

0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0

0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0

G

 
 
 
 
 
   

Step 6 : Apart from the codewords directly obtained from 

generator matrix, there are code word patterns which can 

be obtained by adding either even number of codewords of 

generator matrix-like by adding two, four, …..even number 

of  codewords from the generator matrix or there is 

presence code word patterns which can be obtained by 

adding odd number of codewords of Generator matrix-like 

by adding three, five, …..(odd) number of  codewords from 

the generator matrix at a time. The intelligent decoder 

could be trained for knowing the pattern of code words 

when such codewords are established by adding an even 

number of codewords from the generator matrix is 

explained in step 7. 

Step 7: For the designed (n, k) code, there are total 
k

c 

number codewords obtained by adding even number of 

codewords from the generator matrix, where ε = Even 

number of addition of codewords at a time from generator 

matrix. 

There are three patterns observed in 
k

c  combination and 

they are λ1, λ2 and λ3 as described below: 

(1) λ1 pattern in 
k

c  :  If there is presence of  “ε” even 

number of one’s side by side in "k" part of the codeword as 

shown in equation (1) which are actually obtained by 

adding "ε" even number of code words from Generator 

matrix then the code word will have 101010 pattern up to 

"ε" times starting from nth, (n – 1)th,….location of the 

codeword and the rest of the bits of such codeword are 

always zero. 

(2) λ2 pattern in
k

c  :   If there is presence of two one's 

which are separated by "x" number of zero's in "k" part of 

the codeword as mentioned in equation (1) then there will 

be (x +1) one’s starting from nth, (n – 1)th,….location of the 

codeword and the rest of the bits of such codeword are 

always zero. 

(3) λ3 pattern in
k

c  : Apart from the main λ1 and λ2 

patterns λ3 pattern is also observed in the code words 

obtained from generator matrix which is nothing but the 

rotation of  λ1 and λ2 pattern of k part of the codeword from 

left to right. For this, there will also be a rotation of  λ1 and 

λ2 pattern from right to left that is from nth part of the 

codeword towards (k + 1)th part of the codeword 

corresponding to the number of bits of the rotation in "k" 

part of the codeword. 

 Some important conditions observed in the 

codewords generated as follows: 

(a) If zero's are there at MSB part of the "k" part of the 

codeword then there will be the same number of zero's at 

nth, (n – 1)th,….location of the codeword. 

(b) If zero separated pattern that is λ2 pattern is followed 

by λ1 pattern that is side by side one pattern is present in 

the "k" part of the codeword then the bits generated in nth 

to (k + 1)th part of the codeword need to be separated by 

equivalent number of zero’s between λ2 and λ1 pattern 

generated from nth to (k + 1)th part of the codeword.  

(c) If λ1 pattern is followed by λ2 pattern in the "k" part of 

the codeword then the bits generated in nth to (k + 1)th part 

of the codeword need not to be separated by equivalent 

number of zero's between λ2 and λ1 pattern generated from 

nth to (k + 1)th part of the codeword.  

(d) It is also observed in some code word patterns that 

there could be the presence of a very similar attached 

pattern in the bits in "k" part of the codeword then λ1 and λ2 

patterns generated from nth to (k + 1)th part of the codeword 

should be separated by extra zero's. For example in (13,6)  

one of the codewords appears as follows: 

 part  o f th e code w ord ( 1)  n  o f the  code w o rd

101011    0010011
th thk k to part

123 14243

 
(e) Zero's between two similar patterns if occurred in "k" 

part of the codeword then the same number of zero's 

should appear in between patterns of bits generated from 

nth to (k + 1)th part of the codeword.  

(f) Above condition "e" is also true for the appearance of 

zero's between even dissimilar patterns if occurred in “k” 

part of the generated codeword. For example in (17,8) code 

one of the codewords appears as follows: 

 p a rt  o f  th e  c o d e  w o rd ( 1 )  n  o f th e  c o d e  w o rd

0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1    0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
th thk k to p a r t

14243 14243

 
(g) This is the last condition observed in this category. If 

the similar pattern appears side by side in "k" part of the 

codeword then the bits generated from nth to (k + 1)th part 

of the codeword should be separated by a single zero. For 

example in (17, 8) code one of the codewords appears as 

follows: 

( 1 )  n  o f  t h e  c o d e  w o r d p a r t  o f  t h e  c o d e  w o r d

1 0 1   1 0 0 1  0    0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1
t h t hk t o p a r tk 

1 4 2 4 31 4 2 4 3
 

Step 8: For the designed (n, k) code, there are total 
k

c 

number codewords obtained by adding the odd number of 
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codewords from the generator matrix, where φ = the Odd 

number of addition of codewords at a time from generator 

matrix. 

There are three patterns observed in 
k

c  combination and 

they are λ1, λ2 and λ3 as described below: 

(1) λ1 pattern in 

k

c  :  If there is presence of  “φ” odd 

number of one's side by side in "k" part of the codeword as 

shown in equation (1) which are actually obtained by 

adding “φ” odd number of code words from Generator 

matrix then the code word will have 101010 pattern up to 

“φ - 1”  times starting from nth,     (n – 1)th,….location of 

the codeword and the rest of the bits of such codeword are 

always one's. 

(2) λ2 pattern in
k

c  :   If there is presence of two one's 

which are separated by "x" number of zero's in "k" part of 

the codeword as mentioned in equation (1) then there will 

be (x +1) one’s starting from nth, (n – 1)th,….location of the 

codeword and the rest of the bits of such codeword are 

always one. 

(3) λ3 pattern in
k

c  : Apart from the main λ1 and λ2 

patterns λ3 pattern is also observed in the code words 

obtained from generator matrix which is nothing but a 

rotation of  λ1 and λ2 pattern of k part of the codeword from 

left to right. For this, there will also be a rotation of  λ1 and 

λ2 pattern from right to left that is from nth part of the 

codeword towards (k + 1)th part of the codeword 

corresponding to the number of bits of the rotation in "k" 

part of the codeword.  

 Some important conditions observed in the code 

words generated as follows: 

(h) If zero's are there at MSB part of the "k" part of the 

codeword then there will be the same number of zero's at 

nth, (n – 1)th,….location of the codeword. 

(i) If there is a presence of single one at "kth" location of 

the code word then there is a presence of double one's at (k 

+ 1)th and (k+2)th location. 

(j) If there is a presence of single zero at "kth" location of 

the code word then there is a presence of triple one’s at (k 

+ 1)th and (k+2) th and (k+3) th location.  

(k) λ1 pattern of these code words goes independently. 

(l) λ2 pattern of these code words goes along with the 

conditions given by (a), (b), (c), (d), (e), (f), (g), (h), (i) and 

(j).  

 

5. DECODING ALGORITHM 
 

Step 1: On receiving the codeword decoder will first count 

the number of ones in it. If the number of ones in the 

received codeword are 2 then the decoder will compare it 

with all the code words of the pattern having the number of 

ones in it equal to 3 available with the intelligent decoder 

as it is a single bit (n, k) error-correcting code. A nearest 

matching pattern will be the actually transmitted codeword. 

Step 2: Similarly, if the number of ones in the received 

codeword are ≤ x then the decoder will compare it with all 

the code words of the pattern having the number of ones in 

it equal to (x-1) available with the Intelligent Decoder. A 

nearest matching pattern will be the actually transmitted 

codeword.   

Step3: Else the decoder will compare it with all the code 

words of the pattern having the number of ones in it equal 

to x  available with the intelligent decoder. A nearest 

matching pattern will be the actually transmitted codeword. 

Step 4: Else the decoder will compare it with all the code 

words of the pattern having the number of ones in it equal 

to (x+1) available with the intelligent decoder. A nearest 

matching pattern will be the actually transmitted codeword. 

Stop here. 
 

6. SYSTEM MODEL FOR GENERATION 

AND DETECTION OF MODIFIED LINEAR 

BLOCK CODE DEVISED THROUGH DPM.  

Figure 2: System Model 
 

7. MAIN RESULT 

 
Lemma 1: The part of the solution space of the given 

discrete-time system x(k+1) = Ax(k) +Bu(k) whose initial 

condition is     [1 1 1…..1n-1] when used to form the 

generator matrix G = [I : P], establishes the modified Block 

code with minimum distance greater than or equal to three. 

 

Remark 1: The procedure discussed for the generation of 

the code using the part of the solution space itself proves 

that the minimum distance between the codewords is three 

or greater than three. 

 

Lemma 2: For a nth  order given upper triangular matrix 

UTM(C), UTM(C) to ΨUTM(C) mapping which is 

established by considering (n-1) rows only of UTM(C), if 

generator matrix tried to obtain using G = [I: ΨUTM(C)] 

then a code established will observe a distance preserving 

mapping. 

 

Remark 2: When the generator matrix is established by 

UTM(C) to ΨUTM(C) mapping such that G = [I: 
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ΨUTM(C)], where I is an identity matrix, the codeword 

from the last row of generator matrix will always have 

minimum weight equal to three. From [21], for a linear 

code, the minimum distance d, which satisfies, d* = min 

{w(c)} = w*, where the minimum is overall codewords 

except the all-zero codeword, w(c) = weight of the 

codeword. So, in general, such mapping will observe 

DPM. 
 

8. METHODOLOGY TO INCREASE THE 

MINIMUM DISTANCE OF THE CODE  
 Here we discuss some more result on increasing 

the distance of the code more specifically about [17, 8] 

code whose minimum distance between the codewords is 

5.   

 When � (k+1) = A � (k) + bu (k) is solved whose 

initial condition is [1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1], it is observed that at 

9th sampling state, the considered system turns to the origin 

[0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]. Thus, there are eight basis vectors 

which will form the solution for the above-mentioned 

system. If the first seven solutions are used along with the 

initial condition to form the basis vectors of the generator 

matrix, the code which is established is[17,8] code. When 

experimented using MATLAB to find the minimum 

distance between the codewords of such established [17, 8] 

code, is found to be three. In order to increase the 

minimum distance between the code words, the first row of 

the established P part of the generator matrix is 

transformed as below: 

R1 = R1 + R2 +R3+R5+R6+R7+R8. Thus, the first row of the 

transformed P part of GNEW is [1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1]. When the 

permutation is performed of this first row of P part of 

GNEW, the established GNEW is:  

 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1

N E WG

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    

 

 When the code words are established from GNEW, 

the minimum distance between the codewords of this new 

[17, 8] code is found to be 5. Performance of this [17, 8, 

dmin =5] is evaluated in MATLAB. Performance is found to 

better than [17, 8, dmin =3] code as the minimum distance 

between the codewords is increased through the 

permutation process. This comparison is illustrated in 

figure 3.  

 

 
Figure 3: Comparison of performance of [17, 8, dmin =3]            

and    [17, 8, dmin =5] code. 

9. APPLICATION 
 

 The report mentioned by CCSDS (The 

Consultative Committee for Space Data System) [22], 

gives five application profiles places which demand on the 

coding system. According to the trade study of CCSDS for 

Mode A (Deep space emergency communication, 

unmanned missions) and Mode B (command and ARQ 

which is similar to the traditional Tele-command problem) 

must meet CWER<10−3, Pu<10−9, and Eb/No as small as 

possible. Mode A and Mode B applications of this report 

suggest the use of lengthy codes with code rate less than 

0.5 and must possess high minimum distance 

characteristics, which is possible with the idea suggested in 

this paper. 

 

CONCLUSION 
 

 An idea regarding the generation of modified 

linear block code from the solution set of discrete-time 

state equation is proposed here. The procedure described 

here can be further extended to higher-order discrete-time 

systems and lengthier codes for which distance preserving 

property is observed. The decoding algorithm is as well 

developed for devised modified linear block code by taking 

the advantage of the fixed position of the bits in the 

codewords. Such codes can be used in power line 

communication where constant weight codes are desired. 

The crucial idea of permutation is explored further to 

establish the basis vectors of the generator matrix which is 

useful in gaining the better distance characteristics of the 

established codes. According to CCSDS studies, such 

lengthier codes with good distance properties are in 

demand by space research systems. 
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